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1.01 •This practice describes the engineering con-
siderations for the application of Dl, D2, D3, 

and D4 channel banks and for the D5 digital terminal 
system to digital transmission facilities such as Tl 
repeatered lines. It covers bay arrangements, plug-in 
units, engineering rules, restrictions, cabling, and 
special considerations. This practice applies primar
ily to switched message applications of D-type chan
nel banks. Channel units are covered in Practices 855-
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351-107 for Dl, 855-351-108 for D2, 855-351-109 for 
D3, 855-351-105 for D4, and 855-351-120 for D5 .• 

1.02 This practice is reissued to add information on 
the D5 digital terminal system. RPvision ar

rows are used to emphasize the significant ,·hanges. 

BACKGROUND 

1.03 DlA was the original channel bank for the Tl 
Car··ipr System. The terminology, "Tl Carrier 

System," is no longer appropriate because any of the 
D-type channel hanks may be used with Tl lines. 
Also, the l)] r:hannel bank or any other channel bank 
may be used with TIC, T2, or other digital transmis
sio~ facilities. The original design intent of the 
Dl/Tl system was to provide economiC'al Pxchange 
trunk fa~ilities for distances up to 25 miles. lfowever, 
the rapid growth in the number of systems installed 
led to a demand for applications not included in the 
original design intent. Three of the chan1wl banks 
( Dl B, Dl C, and D2) \\·ere developed in rrsponse to 
this demand. Dl B provides 4-state signaling \\·hich is 
needed in some special sen·ice applications. DIC is a 
special channel hank that provides remoll> operator 
capahilit>· for Traffic Service Position System 
(TSPSJ. D2 \\·as dPwloped in responsE' to d('mand for 
intf•rtoll capability. n:~ was dewloped to utilize inte
grated circuits for cost reduction. Sincl' I l:l u,-,(•d a dif
ferent coding format to allow for intertoll eapability, 
Dl D was developed to provide Dl end-to-(•nd compat
ibility with rn. n:3 unitized terminal equipment 
(UTE) was dr\•pJoped to provide for switched mainte
nance access s~·stPms (SMAS). D4 was developed as 
a 48-channel tl'nninal optimized for 48-ehannel TIC 
line facilities. B~- retaining the basic 24-channel 
cligroup format, D4 can provide efficient access to Tl, 
TIC, and T2 lines. 

1.04 •A fifth J.!:(•npration digital transmission faeil-
ity, the I l;i digital terminal system, is nov: 

a\·ailahlE'. It is rnntrolled by a micropron•s,;ur \\·hich 
autumatl's mo,;t rnaintl'nance task,; and ,;tqH'n·isPs 
thl' operatiuns of up to 20 channel hank:-:. Tli,• fl.'i 
channPl hank rnnlains !Hi channPb. It can lH· 
t·nnfigun•d for llS! and/or DSJC transrnis,:ion. :\ll 
c·hannel unit and hank options are Plet'tronil'all~ ,;t•t 
based on opt ion pararnP1Prs cntt•rpd in: ht• cc:nt roll Pr 
., ia a ],H'al c,r rl'mott• input/output krrninal.• 
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D-TYPE CHANNEL BANK DESCRIPTIONS 

1.05 •All D-type channel banks convert between 
n1ice frequency (\'F) signals and l.iJ44-Mb/s 

DSl pulse code modulated (PC'.\I) bit streams. D4 and 
D5 can also convert to 3.152-Mb/s DSlC bit streams. 
Tv,·o D4 banks can be connected together to pro\·ide 
a 6.312-Mb/s DS2 bit stream .• Fundamentals of PCM 
techniques are described in Practice 365-010-100. For 
all D-type channel banks, each channel is sampled 
8000 times per second and eac:h sample is then en
c:odecl into 7- or 8-bit binary \Yorcls. When 7-bit words 
are used, an eighth bit is added for signaling so that 
each of 24 channels has an 8-llit output. For every 24 
X 8 = 192 information bits, a synchronization or 
framing bit is added to prm·idt• Hl:3 bits per frame for 
a digroup (a block of 2-1 PC:VI channels). Since then" 
are 8000 samples per second, the output bit rate for 
a digroup is 8000 frames/ sec ."< 1 i1;3 hi ts/frame = 1.5,1-1 
Mh/s. The unique charactPristics of the \·ariuus 
banks are described in the following paragraphs. 

A. DlA Channel Bank 

1.06 A DlA C'.hannel bank t•ncodes rniceband infor-
mation into 7-bit \\'ords and adds an eighth hit 

to provide signaling information. The DIA chanm•l 
bank utilizes a (·om pandor ( a eom pressor-expandor 
combination I and a linear ('O!)EC (a ('()der-derndl•r 
c-om binat iu11 I tu l'0ll H~rl bet\\ t't'll \·oie(' and PC'.\l. Tiw 
compandor uses a set of matchl'd diodl'S which ap
proximates aµ = 100 companding characteristic. In 
addition to using one of tht' t>ight hits of e\·er~- \\·ord 
for signaling, DIA "robs" tht• least significant Yoic:e 
information bit \\·hen an~· chanrn•l is in the on-hook 
state. During this supen·isory condition, DlA pro
vides only six bits for mice information. This digit 
robbing is nl'ecled for re\'Crti\'l' pulse signaling but 
affects all service sineP the digit robbing is done in 
common equipment. 

B. D l B Channel Bank 

1.07 Tlw l)J B channl'l hank opl'ratt•s as a 21-
l'liannl'l CODEC' in (''.,al'l I>· t lw sanw manner 

as tlw Ill.\ ('xc·ept in the 11·a> it u:-;(•,-; it,: dt•dicated sig
naling digit. Th(' I)] E ch:t!lllt'I hank USl'S tht' si.l!nal
ing hit rnon· l'f'fic·it•n1 i)· h:-· 1 inw-cd1arinl! it so as t1> 

yjp)d thl' t•xtr:t ,-;ignaling :-:ta1l'S lh'('<h·d fur n·nTt:\e 
;,,ilsinµ: and fon•i;.;n <·v·han:.u· d1ann,·l unit,; without 
dig-it r.,hhing . 



1.08 DIA channel banks can be converted to DlB 
by replacing the 4019B and M units with 

:1Ql9BS and BT units, respectively, and by installing 
some minor back-of-bay wiring (K option). Option K 
has been furnished on all bays since 1967. Refer to 
SD-97070-02 for option K details. 

C. D 1 C Channel Bank 

1.09 The DIC channel bank is a special version of 
Dl used to provide an operator's trunk carry

ing voice and data between a remote TSPS console 
position and the TSPS No. 1 basic unit when the dis
tance between them exceeds 4 miles. The circuitry 
controlling the digit time slot normally assigned to 
signaling has been modified to permit the transmis
sion of 24-bit data words. DIA, DlB, and DIC channel 
banks are described in Practice 365-100-100. 

0. D 10 Channel Bank 

1.10 The DID channel bank operates as a 2:1-
channel PCM CODEC that uses the 7-5/6 bit, 

15-segment, µ = 255 nonlinear CODEC, \vhich is also 
used in D2, D3, D4, and D5 channel banks. In five out 
of six frames, eight bits are used for voice frequency 
information. In every sixth frame, the least signifi
cant bit position is used for signaling. To obtain the 
additional signaling states needed for revertive puls
ing and some special services. the alternate signaling 
frames are time shared. An example is that supervi
sion is sent in the sixth frame and revertive pulsing 
is sent in the twelfth frame. The DID channel bank 
mar be optioned for loop and external timing and can 
be used with the digroup terminal (DT) or digital ac
cess and cross-connect systems (DACS ). 

1.11 DIA or DlB, with appropriate bay wiring, can 
be converted to DID by replacing 12 common 

equipment plug-in units. This allows end-to-encl use 
with D3, D4, or D5 channel banks when only Dl chan
nel banks are available. 

1. 12 The com·ersion provides the same PCM coding 
format, companding, and signaling techniques 

as used in D2 channel banks. However, end-to-end 
use with D2 channel banks is not recommended be
cause of the different channels/time slot sequences 
which can cause administrative problems. The DID 
channel bank description can be fom,- 1 :n Practice 
365-116-100. 
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E. 02 Channel Bank 

1. 13 The D2 channel bank operates as a 96-channel 
PCM CODEC. The 96 channels are multi

plexed into 4 DSl signals of 24 channels each. The 
format is identical to that of Dl D channel banks ex
cept that the channel numbering assignment is dif
ferent. See Table A for the different D-type channel 
bank numbering sequences. The D2 channel bank of
fers transmission performance suitable for use in 
intertoll, toll-connecting, direct, and tandem trunks. 
Practice 365-400-100 describes the D2 channel bank. 

F. D3 Channel Bank 

1. 14 The D3 channel bank superseded the Dl and 
D2 channel banks. It utilizes the same PCM 

\vord and frame formats, companding characteris
tics, and signaling techniques as the Dl D channel 
bank. The D3 channel bank has options for selecting 
any of the different channel-to-time-slot numbering 
assignments shown in Table A. Optional looped and 
external timing of the D3 channel bank is obtainable. 
This permits operation with the DT, DA.CS, and the 
Digital Data System ( DDS), The D:3 channel bank 
offers toll-grade performance and is suitable for use 
in intertoll, toll-connecting, direct, and tandem 
trunks. A description of the D:3 channel bank is found 
in Practice 36S-150-100. 

G. 03B Oataport 

1.15 The d.ataport channel units connect digital 
data direct!~- to the T-Carrier facility without 

a separate data multiplexer. To use these channel 
units, the D3 channel bank must he converted to a 
D3B channel bank. This includes suh~tituting a new 
data logic unit (DLCl for the D:-3 channel hank inter
face unit (IE). The DLlT rtplaces the IC, performs all 
of its functions for D;:l message channels. and sup
plies timing to the dataport channel unit[s] installed 
in the D:3B channel bank. Careful consideration is 
necessary when conYerting a D:1 channel bank for 
dataport service (i.e., subrate requirements, selection 
of channel( s ), proper channel unit list number, etc.). 
Refer to Practice 365-1.S0-107 for details on D:38 
dataport operations and a suggested sequence of 
tasks for establishing D3 dataport service. 

H. 04 Channel Bank 

1. 16 The D4 channel bank is a 48-channel PCM 
CODEC, producing DSl, DSlC, or DS2 out-
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put(s). The DSl format of a D4 channel bank is iden
tical to a D3 channel bank. The DSlC and DS2 
outputs are obtained by multiplexing the DSl out
puts and adding stuffing and synchronization bits as 
needed. The output rates and the signal formats are 
determined by the operational mode of the bank. 
Figure 1 identifies D4 channel bank PCM operating 
modes. 

1.17 D3, D4, and D5 channel banks have the same 
options for channel-to-time-slot numbering 

assignments. These options provide compatibility 
with all channel banks except DlA, DlB, and DlC. 
The D4 channel bank also provides local, loop, and 
external timing options for operation with DDS, DT, 
or DACS. 

1. 18 The D4 channel bank offers toll-grade perfor-
mance and, thus, is suitable for use in intertoll 

and toll-connecting trunks and in direct and tandem 
trunks. D4 channel banks are described in Practice 
:365-170-100. 

Timing For D4 Channel Banks 

1. 19 The D4 channel bank timing options are con-
trolled by office interface units (OIU). The 

OIU-1 pro\'ides loop timing for DACS or DT applica
tions. The Oit:-2 provides local, loop, or external tim
ing opt ions for DDS applications. The OIU-:3 provides 
loop timing hut is only used with the time assignment 
S!Jl'ech interpolation (TASI) equipment. The OIC-4 
provides the same options as the OIC-2, plus a slip 
detection feature used with circuit switched digital 
capability ( CSDC I service. ,vhen external timing is 
usl·d, only the OIC-2, List 2 may be used in ewry 
bank in the hay. Table B summarizes the limitations 
for other Oll--2 list numbers. 

I. D4 Dataport Operation 

1.20 The use of dataport channel units to gain di-
n'c-t digital access to the T-Carrier facilit:-· is 

more economical for end offices that serYe a small 
numlwr of data c11stonwrs than the use of T1 WB-1/5 
data hanks. The n.1 channel bank can provide DDS 
channels on short notil'e using existing channel bank 
l'quipnwnt and dataport chamwl units. Any T1 line 
,,·hic-h nwl'ts \'OicT qualit:-· requirenwnts c-an qualify 
for suhrate data or 56-kh/s data service using the 
11l'\\" IiG-KB dataport channel units with error correc
tion. (1ualified lines with 10- • or bdter error rates 
may he used for 5G-kb/s dataport sen·ice without 
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error correction. Due to the power supply and heat 
dissipation requirements, not all 24 channel positions 
in a digroup should contain dataport units. When 
using standard dataport channel units, the limits are 
6 office channel unit dataport (OCU DP) channel 
units per digroup or 32 DS0 DP channel units per 
bank. If new low power dataport channel units are 
used, 28 OCU DP channel units may be used per bank 
with no limit per digroup. •If the new 325A power 
converter unit is used, no bank restrictions exist for 
the OCU DP low power units.• There are no restric
tions in using low powered DS0 DP channel units re
gardless of which power converter unit is used. 

.J. D5 Channel Banks 

1.21 Each D5 bank in the 20-bank D5 system con-
verts individual analog voice frequency cir

cuits and data circuits into multiplexed digital 
signals for transmission over digital carrier facili
ties. The D5 bank is compatible with all D-banks (ex
cept DlA, D1B, and DlC) and with the digroup 
terminal (DT), digital interface frame (DIF), digital 
carrier trunk (DCT ), digital access and cross-connect 
system (DACS), and the digital multiplexers operat
ing at the DS1 or DSlC rate. The D5 bank is also com
patible with the DS1 C synchronous and asychronous 
formats (D4 Modes I and 2) and is capable of provid
ing the extended framing (Fe) format. Each ns hank 
has ~IG channels diYidi,d into 1 digroups of 24 (·hann('ls 
Pach. 

1.22 The D5 cha111wl hank has fin, sheln•s num-
hen'd 1 through 5 bottom to top, resp('ctiYely. 

Shelf 5 (top shPlf) rnntains the hank common circuit 
packs. ShelYes 1. 2, :~. and 1 rnrrespond to digroups 1, 
2, :3, and 4. Each digroup shelf contains its digroup 
common circuit packs in slots X, Y, and Z (left sidt') 
and up to 24 channel units in slots 1 through 2-L 

1.23 Each digroup can lw rnnfigured indiYiduall:-· 
for DSI 01wration. For llS]C' OJH'ration, 

digroups an' paired as follo,,·s: 1 \\·ith 2 and/or ;3 \\·ith 
l. \\'hen sheh·es 1 and 2 an' paired for DSH' OJll'ra
tion, slot x of shl'lf 1 contains the FI-1C cirrnit paek. 
Slot x of shelf 2 is Yac-ant. \\'hen sheln's 3 and I are 
paired for DS1C operation, slot x of shl'lf ;) contains 
the• FI-H' eircuit pack. Slot x of shelf 1 is vaeant. 
Table C' sho,\·s the faeilit:-· intt,rface eirrnit pack eon
figuration for each DS rall'. 



D5 CHANNEL BANK SYNCHRONIZATION 

1.24 The D5 system must operate in a synchronous 
mode; i.e., within the digroup, the transmit 

PCM and the receive PCM must be timed to the same 
clock source. Synchronization in D5 takes place at 
three levels: system, bank, and digroup. Tl,e different 
applications and options are described below and are 
presented in Table D and Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

A. D5 System External Composite Clock 

1.25 An external composite clock is always re-
quired for the two AEK6 timing interface cir

cuit packs located in the maintenance panel. The 
AEK6 packs supply timing to each AEK2 bank clock 
when an AEK4 bank synchronizer is provided in the 
bank. Two external composite clocks must be sup
plied to every D5 system ( one to each AEK6 pack). 
The absence of one clock source results in a minor 
alarm. The absence of both clock sources results in a 
critical alarm. There are several sources of composite 
clock which can be used to supply the AEK6 packs. 
Also, a synchronization distribution expander (SDE) 
can be used to supply composite clock. The SDE re
ceives its composite clock from the local office timing 
supply or from an incoming Tl line using a bridging 
repeater. 

B. D5 Bank Timing 

1.26 When provisioning a bank using the INST ALL 
command, there are two option choices for the 

"BS TYPE=" prompt. They are BS TYPE= NONE or 
1. If "NONE" is selected, the AEK2 bank clock's 4 
MHz clock will be free running and no bank synchro
nizer (AEK4) circuit pack is needed. However, if 
"\'ONE is selected, the far end digroup must be loop
timed to maintain synchronization. This application 
applies to \·oice frequency transmission only ( no 
dataports in bank). See Table D. If ''1" is selected, the 
AEK2 bank clock's 4 MHz clock will be timed from an 
external composite clock source and the far end bank 
digroups must either be loop timed or synchronized 
to the same clock source to maintain synchronous 
operation. In this configuration, a BS-1 AEK4 bank 
synchronizer circuit pack must be installed in the 
bank. Regardless of the option selected (NONE or 1 ), 
the D5 system timing interface (AEK6) circuit packs 
must be installed and connected to an external com
posite clock (CC). For services re •iring external 
clock such as dataport, option "1" must be selected. 
See Fig. 2. 
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C. D5 Digroup Timing 

1.27 When provisioning a digroup using the PRO-
VISION command, there are two option 

choices for the "TMG=" prompt. They are TMG= 
EXT or LP for external or loop. These options apply 
to the AEK7 (FI-lJ or AEK8 (FI-lC) facility inter
face circuit packs and to the AEKl0 digroup 
formatter circuit pack. See Fig. 2. If "EXT" is select
ed, that digroup's transmit 4-MHz clock and transmit 
1.544 MHz clock will be timed from the AEK2 bank 
clock. If "LP" is selected, that digroup's transmit 4 
MHz clock and transmit 1.544 MIIz clock will be 
timed from the incoming T-line bit stream. Any 
digroup may be set to "EXT" or "LP" timing indepen
dent of the other three digroups.• 

SIGNALING 

1.28 Three types of signaling may be used: Com-
mon channel interoffice signaling (CCIS), sin

gle frequency (SF) signaling, and built-in signaling. 
With CCIS, the signaling is sent en-er a separate path 
from the voice channel. Therefore, only transmission 
need be considered \Vhen using D-type channel banks 
for trunks with CCIS signaling. 

1.29 For SF signaling, DlD, D2, D3, D4, and D5 
channel banks are preferable because they 

perform better when the SF tone is on. E\·en though 
tone should not be on during speech, there are occa
sional SF applications where tone is on. In this case, 
the DlA and DlB channel banks are noisy. 

1.30 Except for DlC, all D-type channel banks gen-
erate signaling states by com·erting trunk or 

line de signaling states to data in the bit stream. DlC 
converts data from the TSPS controller to the signal
ing states in the channel bank. Signaling compatibil
ity information between specific channel units and 
connecting circuits must be evaluated for each appli
cation. Refer to Practice 179-100-301. 

SYSTEM TRANSMISSION LEVELS AND LOSS OPTIONS 

1.31 Different transmission levels are used for the 
various D-type channel banks. Figures 7 and 

8 summarize the transmission lewls and loss options 
available for message trunk applications. DlA and 
DlB cannot be connected to each other nor to any of 
the other channel banks. On an end-to-end basis, co
ordination of levels for the other D-type channel 
banks is achieved by utilizing a "digital milliwatt.'· 
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The digital milliwatt is a sequence of code \\·ords 
which, when decoded, will produce a 0-dBm0. 1000-Hz 
tone at any transmission level point (TLP ). For ex
ample, a digital milli\vatt will produce + 7 dBm of 
power at the D2 +7 TLP decoder output, an<l will pro
duce +2.5 dBm of power at the D3 +2.5 TLP decoder 
output. Similarly, 0 dBm0 at an encoder will produce 
a digital equivalent to the digital milliwatt. For ex
ample, either -16 dBm of power at the D2 eneoder 
-16 TLP or -7.5 dBm at the D3 encoder -7.5 TLP will 
produce a digital equivalent to the digital milliwatt. 

1.32 The digital milliwatt thus becomes a standard 
reference sign:-i.l, enabling determination of 

what happens when end-to-end combinations among 
2-wire or 4-wire DID, D2, D3, D4, or D5 are used. For 
example, consider transmission from a 2-\,·ire D3 at 
the class 5 end to a 4-wire D4 at a 4A toll. From Fig. 
2, a 0-dBm signal at A (the class 5 switch) will reach 
the 03, -7 . .'5 TLP, L, at -7.5 c±0.05 dBm. Since -7.5 
dBm would be encoded to the equivalent of a digital 
milliwatt, the D4 decoder will decode the signal at the 
+4 TLP (L: of Fig. 2) + 1.0 ±c0.05 ±0.25 dBm where 

+.tf) is the D4 output for a digital milliwatt 

=0.05 is the variation up to the D:3 standard 
level access 

, 0.25 is thl' variation between the D3 transmit 
a(·cess and the n,1 n'('Pive access points. 

1.33 The D4 channel unit receive gain ( see Fig. 7) 

may be set to produce +7 +0.05 dBm at the 
t·xternal standard access level and P, will he sl't to 
provide the desired receive level for switch B (usually 
-:~ dBm for a toll-connecting trunk). For the opposite 
direction, the level at the 1A transmit switch ( A of 
Fig. 7) will normally he -2 dBm. The loss of P 1 will 
he adjusted to attain - Hi dBm at the external stan
dard access L1. The channel unit transmit gain will 
be set to obtai:-1 -8.5 "0.05 dBm. Since -8.5 is encoded 
into the equivalent of a digital milliwatt, the D:l out
put at the 2-wire recein' acct>ss level (L of Fig. 8) \\ ill 
he +2.5 , 0.05 10.025 where 
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+2.5 i,-; the D8 output for a digital rnilli\\·att 

, 0.0;> ic- the variation at the fH transmit ac
c·ess 

, 0.2:'i is the \·ariation l>ehn·en thP DI tran-:mit 
and tlw n:i !'('('Pin> a<TPSS points. Th(' !t·\l'I ;it 

the recei\·ing class .'i S\·,itC'h (Hof Fig. 8) \\·ill be 
-5 cr.0.35 dBm. This corresponds to an inserted 
connection loss of 3 =0.35 dB. 

BAY ARRANGEMENTS, CABLING, AND POWERING 

1.34 •Ba)· arrangements, cabling, and po\\·ering of 
the various D-type channel banks are com

pared in Fig. 9 and 10 and Tables E and F, 
respecti \·ely .• 

1.35 The Dl channel banks were original!:; pro-
vided \\il.h terminal blocks at the top of the 

bays to connect office \Yiring. The rnic:e pc1irs and 
E&M leads (six wires per channel) \\·ere cabled to the 
carrier group alarm (CGA) mounted in the rnisc-dla
neous relay rack space. From the CG A to an office 
intermediate distributing frame (iDF), t\\'O addi
tional leads, Bl and B2, \\"ere added for trunk condi
tioning (mah busy leads) as sho\rn in Fig. 11. A 
connectorized cahle \·ersion of the Dl channd bank 
\Vas pro\·ided later to simplif)· installation. 

1.36 The D2 channel banks wen' originally de-
signed for direct office cabling to connector 

pins at the bac-k of the channel unit slots; a eonnec
torized cable \·ersion \\·as provided later. Eight leads 
per channel (T, R, T1, Rl, E, ::VI, Bl. and I32) art' cabled 
from the D2 direct!)· to the IDF. ThP CCA fundion 
is built into tht· D2 franw. Since these I Pads art>\\ ired 
directly to ('hannd unit slot,-: in D2, t hl' BJ and B:2 
leads are ut ilizPd to sat isf\ the need for S, SH, and SC 
leads for step-h> -step sleeve ground. These lea(h; also 
pro\·icle signal battery and signal gruund for type II 
E&:.'l signaling. The Tl and R1 leads pro\·ide facilities 
for A and B leads for 2-wirP E&:VI or for P~l and P:--J2 
precision net\\ork leads c>xrept \\·hen A, B, P:!'-Jl, and 
PN2 are all requirt>d. In this case, add it ion al leads are 
cabled to an extra rnnnec-tor on the 2-\\·ire E&::VI unit. 

1.37 The D:i channel bank originally provided U 
leads per rha11nel (T. R, Tl. Rl, E. SG, :VI, SB, 

S, Bl, B2, I'~l. and P\:"2J to the lllF \\·ith Tl and H.1 
!Pads n'usahle for:\ and B Jpads. Latl>r, P~l and P'.\2 
\H'n' field-win·d options ,;in('e they \H'l"l' ran·ly used. 
Both rnnm'ctorized and hulk ('ahle arP llSl'd. Tht' CGA 
function is built into t lw trunk procPssing unit and 
tlw ehanrwl units. 

1.38 Tht• Ill ('hanm·l hank is pro\·idt·d \1ith lll leads 
per ('h,111ncl (T, R, Tl, !{l, E, SC. \I, SB, 1, and 

21. TlH·:- are liulk-cahiPtl to tlw lllF \\ith Tl and l{l 
lt'ad:-: reu,-;ahll' for :\ and E lt·ad,-; and 1\ it h tlw 1 il':id 



reusable for the S lead. The PN leads are field-wired 
options to be provided as needed. 

•l.39 The D5 channel bank is provided with 10 
leads per channel (T, R, Tl, Rl, E, M, MB(SB), 

EB(SG ), 1, and 2). They are bulk-cabled to the IDF 
with Tl and Rl leads reusable for A and B leads and 
with the 1 lead reusable for the S lead.◄ 

1.40 The 1.544 Mb/s DSl signal for all D-type chan-
nel banks is connected to a DSX-1 cross

connect bay or directly to a Tl office repeater bay 
(ORB). The maximum cable length is 655 feet from a 
D-type channel bank to either a DSX-1 or Tl ORB. 
The 655-foot cable length also applies to the 3.152-
Mb/s D4 or D5 cabling to a DSX-lC or TlC ORB. 

.D5 Bay Arrangement Rules 

1.41 The following engineering rules are recom
mended when planning central office floor 

space for D5 installations. 

Rule 1 - For the 11-foot-6-inch bay arrange
ment, space for one additional bay should be 
reserved to support the VF/DS0 switch and 
other enhancements. For the 9- and 7-foot bay 
arrangements, space for two additional bays 
should be reserved. One bay is required to sup
port the VF /DS0 switch. The other bay is re
quired to support the facility interface modules 
(FIM) and other equipment, such as the digital 
bridge subrate multiplexer and cross-connect, 
and the packet switch interface. 

Rule 2 - There are three options for additional 
bays as described below: 

1. (Preferred) Place additional bays to the 
left of the system controller bay. 

2. Place additional bays to the right of the 
last channel bank bay. 

3. Place additional bays some distance 
from the phase 1 system. The distance 
should not exceed 65 cable feet.◄ 

2. TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE 

2.01 Comparisons are given hen· (;f VF transmis
sion characteristics of the various D-type 

channel banks. DlA, DlB, and DIC channel banks 
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have approximately the same performance. D2, D3, 
D4, and D5 channel banks have approximately the 
same performance. The performance of DID is like 
DlA, DlB, and DIC channel banks where the per
channel equipment controls performance [frequency 
response, SF interference, delay distortion, image 
impedance, return loss, longitudinal balance, and in
serted connection loss (ICL) range]. DlD channel 
banks perform like D2, D3, D4, and D5 channel banks 
where the common equipment controls performance 
(signal-to-distortion, noise in the absence of signal, 
crosstalk, overload, and tracking). A variety of 
voiceband transmission performance parameters is 
compared in the following paragraphs. Comparisons 
are made of requirements and typical performance. 

SIGNAL-TO-DISTORTION RATIO 

2.02 Signal-to-distortion can be thought of as a 
measure of noise in the presence of signal. The 

distortion of a PCM system consists of the quantiza
tion error, which is noise-like, and nonlinear distor
tion, which is like harmonic distortion. A major 
improvement in signal-to-distortion exists in DID, 
D2, D3, D4, and D5 channel banks relative to DlA 
and DlB channel banks. This improvement results 
from the use of 7-5/6 digits rather than 7 and from 
the use of nonlinear CODECs rather than diode 
compandors. The signal-to-distortion characteristics 
are compared in Fig. 12. 

NOISE IN THE ABSENCE OF SIGNAL 

2.03 Noise in the absence of signal is important in 
voice transmission because it influences judg

ment of circuit quality. The average noise and the 
requirements are compared for the various channel 
banksin Table G. Noise in the absence of signal per
formance is essentially equivalent for all D-type 
channel banks. The DlA and B channel banks tend to 
have a wide variability in noise among channels 
within a bank. This is sometimes upsetting to main
tenance personnel, but the effect on transmission 
performance is acceptable. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

2.04 The frequency response of Dl channel banks 
is a major limitation of their use in intertoll 

circuits. Figure 13 shows a comparison of typical 
channel bank performances and intertoll objectives 
for D-type channel banks. 
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SF INTERFERENCES 

2.05 The objectives for SF interferenl'.e are in-
tended to limit foldback (inputs with energy 

at frequencies above 4 kHz reflected back into the 
voiceband), sidebands around the 8-kHz sampling 
frequency in the system output, harmonic distortion, 
and multiple harmonics generated ,vithin the quan
tizing process folding into a single inband frec:uency. 
The present objectives for SF interference are: 

(a) For any input frequency from Oto 12 kHz, the 
output power at any other single frequency 

should be less than -28 dBm referred to 0 TLP 
when the input sinusoid is 0 dBm referred to 0 
TLP. 

(b) For an input frequency of 1020 Hz, the output 
power at any other frequency from O to 4 kHz 

should he less than -40 dBm referred to 0 TLP 
when the input sinusoid is 0 dBm referred to 0 
TLP. 

These objectives, which DlD, D2, D3, IH, and D5 
channel banks meet, are better than typical DlA, 
DlB, and DI(' channel bank performance by about 3 
dB for the first part and by about 10 dB for the second 
part. 

ENVELOPE DELAY 

2.06 The ohjl'dives for em·elope delay are no 
longer directly established but are included in 

peak-to-averagP ratio (PAR) objectives. All D-type 
channel banks meet PAR objectives of 94 or better. 
Envelope delay performance comparison of D2 with 
other D-type channel banks is presented in Fig. 14. 
The difference is due primarily to the absence of a 
high-pass (60-Hz rejection) filter in D2 channel 
banks. The cun-es are an average among the various 
channel units. More precise values are presented in 
Practice 880-100-260. 

CROSSTALK 

2.07 The pn'sPnt ohjecti,·e for D-typl' d1annPl 
hanks is that thP interchann('l JH·:ir-l'nd or 

far-('nd crosstalk coupling loss lw sue h that ,1·i th 0 
dBm of p01wr at thl' () TLP on the disturhin12: d1annPl 
in thl' 0- to 1-kllz hand. the power on thl' disturbed 
('hanrn·l should hl' no 11·orsP than -(i;S dBm n•fpn•nc1•cl 
to() TLP 11 h('n nwasurl'd 11·ith C-nwssag(' 11·pightin12:. 
.\ II D-t.lJ)(' chan1wl hanks t•xevpt DI.\. Ill B, and!)\(' 
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channel hanks meet the ubjecti,·e. DlA, DlB, and 
DlC typically have about -62 dBm of power for the 
worst case channel combinations. 

OVERLOAD 

2.08 The overload for all D-type channel banks is 
at +3 dBm0; i.e., the channel banks will begin 

to clip the tops of sinusoidal inputs whose rms power 
is +3 dBm0. Since sinusoids have a peak-to-rms ratio 
of 3 dB, the peak instantaneous power which can be 
transmitted without clipping is +6 dBmO. 

TRACKING 

2.09 Gain de1·iation as a function of input po,,·er is 
called tracking. The current objectiYes for 

tracking are shown in Fig. 15. From 0 to -:-n r!Bm0, 
the objective is based on eontrol of the overall con
nection loss for the range of talker volumes normally 
encountered. Below -:37 dBm0, the objective is based 
on control of echo and noise. Gain at powers helmv 
-37 dBm0 can reduce the effectiveness of the loss 
design for echo control and can increase the amount 
of noise in the absence of signal. With the exception 
of the DIA and DlB channel banks with 
nonhardened compressors, all D-t:vpe channel banks 
meet the objectives. The Dl A and Dl B channel banks 
having the old compressors tend to ha,·e consi~;tent 
gain de,·iation exceeding o.:-i dB at --20 dBm0. 

IMAGE IMPEDANCE 

2.10 Objectives for image imrwdance in 2-wire cir-
cuits are direct!>· detnmined by return loss 

objectin's. In -1-wire cirrnits, another factor is in
rnh·ed: If the drop and li1w sides at -16 and +7 dB 
TLP are allowed to depart from the nominal value of 
!iOO ohms, an error in owrall connection loss may re
sult due to mismateh of line and drop at these points. 
To control this, ohjeeti,·es for return loss measured 
against !JOO ohms are 2~ dB at 1000 Hz and :2:~ dB at 
ot ht>r fn,q uencies from ;Joo to :-moo Hz. These ohj pc·

ti ,·es are nwt h>· all D-tnH' 1·l1annPl hanks. 

RETURN LOSS 

2.11 Echo rpturn los,; 1EHL1 and singing n·turn 
lu~s (:)]{L) an• diffirnl1 to 1·1·al1iatl• lwl':ws,· the 

]Jl'rformanr·1• in :i('n·in· is highl> dl']Jl'nd,,nt on l'on-
1wd ing ,•qui1,ments. l'n•..;(•nt olijP('t in•s for chamwl 
u11it,-; dt•:--i:._;n(•d 1\ith l1uilt-in h)·hrids an• that tht> Ef-tl. 
n1,•asur",; :t! dB 1,r hetlt•r and thl' :-,J-(L 1\H'ibl!l'l'.., '..'.II 



dB or better in standard test arrangements shO\vn in 
Fig. 16. All channel units except D1 satisfy these ob
jectives. In the standard arrangement, the D1 chan
nel units with single-coil hybrids provide only 24-dB 
ERL and the units \vith 2-coil hybrids provide only 
30-dB ERL. The 24-dB ERL can present problems in 
toll-connecting applications. For example, when com
bined with office equipments with an ERL of 26 dB, 
the single-eoil hybrid D1 channel units would provide 
less than 22-dB ERL. This is the median requirement 
for toll-connecting trunks. •D5 2-wire units contain 
an automatic balancing network (ABN) which im
proves the echo and singing return loss 
performance.◄ 

LONGITUDINAL BALANCE 

2.12 The objectives for longitudinal balance and 
the testing arrangement are shown in Fig. 17. 

All D-type channel units meet these objectives. 

3. D-TYPE CHANNEL BANK SELECTION 

3.01 The technical basis for selecting D-type chan-
nel banks for specific applications is discussed 

here. Specific design of circuits should be obtained by 
using the standard message trunk design system 
(SMETDS). 

INTERTOLL 

3.02 All D-type channel banks except D1 are satis-
factory for providing intertoll trunks. 

Intertoll trunks tend to be the most demanding on 
transmission performance. D1D channel banks fail 
to meet intertoll objectives for frequency response as 
do DlA and DlB, which also fail to meet objectives 
for signal-to-distortion ratio. 

3.03 In addition to performance, certain toll main
tenance features traditionally have been pro

vided: 

(a) Patch and splitting access at -16 and +7 dB 
TLPs. 

(b) Transmission level adj us ting pads between 
-16 and +7 dB TLPs and the switch. 

(c) Adjustment of received levels 0 to +7 dBm 
±0.05 dBm. 
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(d) Provision for circuit connections to special 
signal processing equipment, such as eeho 

suppressors and delay equalizers. 

3.04 Two basic toll environments exist: (1) offices 
that use the Switched Maintenance Access 

System (SMAS) and (2) offices that use centralized 
VF patch bays. The eeonomics and maintenance fea
tures of the D3, D4, and D5 channel banks may en
courage a third type of environment where 
maintenance access is at the D-type channel bank. 
The need for patching individual voice channels is 
rarely necessary when utilization of a Facility Main
tenance Administration Center (FMAC) provides 
capability for fast restoral of line failures. Hot main
tenance banks provide fast restoral of bank failures. 
Transmission level adjusting pads are available in 
some E&M channel units to provide loss between the 
switch and the channel bank. Although -16 and +7 
dB TLP access is not provided for D3 and D4, the 
channel access unit provides maintenance access to 
0 TLP transmit and recei\·e points with ±0.05 dB ac
curacy. 

TOLL-CONNECTING 

3.05 All D-type channel banks can provide satis-
factory toll-connecting trunk performance, 

but the D1 channel bank does have two problems. 
First, List 1 revertive pulse and dial pulse channel 
units use single-coil hybrids which provide marginal 
transhybrid loss. Second, D1 channel units do not 
provide adequate loss adjustment when the toll office 
end is a -2 dB TLP switch. Channel units modified 
for D1D to DT application may be used but either a 
4-dB loss results in lieu of the 3-dB objective or stan
dard maintenance levels at the toll end cannot be re
tained. Practice 179-100-301 discusses specific 
signaling problems encountered with MF sig
naling between toll-connecting trunks and the 
4A toll switches. 

LOCAL DIRECT AND TANDEM 

3.06 All D-type channel banks can provide satis
factory operation for local direct or tandem 

trunks. 

INTERT AN DEM 

3.07 All D-type channel banks are satisfactory for 
use in intertandem trunks, but Dl channel 
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banks have no 2-wire channel units to prm·ide the (l..5 
or 1.5 dB ICL needed. 

NO. 4 ESS™ SWITCH DIGROUP TERMINAL (OT) 

3.08 D3, D4, and D5 channel banks were designed 
to provide tandem, toll-connecting or intertoll 

trunks terminating in a DT. The features provided in 
D3, D4, and D5 channel banks to permit efficient use 
v,:ith the DT are as follows: 

• Sequential channel numbering, 

• Loss options for operation with TP3 testing 
at the digital switch end, and 

• Loop timing option. 

Transmission facilities determine three classifica
tions of trunk connecting to digital switch offices as 
follows ( see Fig. 18 ): 

(1) Analog trunks are an>· trunks that are con
nected at mice frequency into the \·oiceband 

interface frame (\'IF) regardless of the facility 
used (see Xote). 

Note: If a D-type channel bank and DT are 
tied together to perform the VIF function, the 
trunk is then classified as an analog trunk. 

(2) Combination trunks have a D-type channel 
hank at the analog switching office end and a 

DT at the digital switch end with entirely digital 
facilities between the ends. 

(:3) Digital trunks have DTs at both ends with en
tirely digital facilities. 

Treatment of the various D-type channel banks for 
digital switching applications is covered in the fol
lO\\·ing paragraphs. 

A. Loop Timing 

3.09 ll-t) JW channl'l banks t·onnPrting to a IJT, 
!)ACS. and J)[)S in sonw application,- must 

prn\·ide for ".\nl'hronizing the transmit ciol'k 10 the 
reeei\·t• c-lo('k. This i,; u,:uall:,; done hy usin_g lo1J]J tim-
111g. 
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3.10 Loop timing is prm·ided in the DID channel 
bank by replacing the 4019CN circuit pack 

with a 4019CW circuit pack and by addmg two \Vires 
to the bay wiring per SD-97060-01, Fig. 1, Option D. 

3.11 Loop timing is provided in the D2 channel 
bank b>· replacing circuit pack DM2-1 (timing 

generator) with DM71. To incorporate the new net
~vork into the system, bay wiring changes must be 
executed. Refer to SD-994 78-01. 

3. 12 Loop timing is provided on the D::l and D4 
channel bank interface units as an option. 

3.13 •Although loop timing is an available option 
on D5 channel banks, the external timing 

(EXT) option should he used. This will synchronize 
the transmit and recei\·e clocks to each other and also 
to the 4 ESS switch via the common office timing 
suppl>·· The loop (LP I timing option is selected \\·hen 
provisioning a digroup using the PROVISION com
mand. See paragraph :t:2:i for the D5 digroup PROVI
SION dialogue .• 

B. D l Channel Units (Level and Signaling) 

3.14 Since the digital transmission path in a digital 
switching s>·st<·m n•quires 6 dB total loss for 

two toll-conneeting trunks switched togetlwr c·om
pared to 3 dB for a single toll-connecting trnnk, a 
:3-dB pad must be added to the reeeive side of all Dl 
channel units used in that application. Dl ('hannel 
units for use with the DT ('ontain a ne\Y 3-dB attenua
tor which is selectable. The· former 0.7G-dB optional 
pad beeomes fixed. 

3.15 An additional ])1 ('hannel unit modifi('ation is 
JJro\·ided bec·ausP the DT n·q uires iden t ieal 

signaling in both thl' .\ and R channels. 1·nlih l):2 
and D:~. DI n 2-stat<' C"hamwl units original I,\· trans
mittt•d signaling on I:-· on t lw .\ l'hannpl \\·hi!<· main
taining the signaling state in the I1 C"han1wl in a 
permarn·nt off-hoo\.; C"ondition. Tlw modificttion. 
\\·hi('h t·onsists of adding a diode to ea('h C"hann('I unit, 
p1w;ide,; ,;ignalin.u: in hot h C"hannek The .J-('()des and 



modifications for specific Dl channel units affected 
are listed below: 

LIST NO. FOR NO. 4 ESS 

SWITCH MODIFICATIONS 

CHANNEL UNIT OLD UNIT 

AND J CODE MODIFIED NEW UNIT 

DPO, J98711J L4 L5 
DPT, J98711K L5, 8 L6 
4W E&M, J98711L L3 L4 
2W E&M, J98711AC L3 L4 
SDPO, J98711AD L3 L4 

C. D3 Attenuators 

3.16 Early production D3 dial pulse channel units 
must have a 50D attenuator instead of a 50B 

attenuator in the receive direction. This provides -6 
dB TLP at the output of the trunk, as compared with 
-5 dB TLP presently provided for the class 5 office 
end of toll-connecting trunks. The early production 
List 4 dial pulse originating (DPO) must be modified 
to List 4B and the List 5 dial pulse terminating (DPT) 
must be modified to List 4B. Two-wire E&M and 
sleeve dial pulse originating (SDPO) channel units 
include the 50D pad. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 

3.17 Applications of D-type channel banks for spe-
cial services (including 2-wire foreign ex

change) are covered in Practices 851-300-101 and 855-
351-107. Practice 365-010-500 gives useful informa
tion on changes and limitations of D-typc channel 
banks for use with voiceband data. 

3.18 There are t\vo problems associated with for-
eign exchange channel units used with the 

DIA channel bank. FXO and FXS channel units re
quire 2 bits per frame for signaling in a DIA channel 
bank when either end is on hook. Once the call has 
been established, the FXS options allow it to lock the 
bit which signals the on-hook condition out of the sig
naling circuit. This option frees one signaling bit, 
thus allowing a total of seven bits for encoding. At 
the same time it prevents forward disconnect. Only 
the FXS end can terminate the ca 1 '. For this reason 
FX units in DIA channel banks are not recommended 
for PBX or automatic call distribution systems. The 
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second problem occurs when DIA foreign exchange 
units are used in tandem with other systems. The 
option which allows locking out one signaling bit is 
not functional unless the far end FXO or FXS chan
nel unit is in a DIA, Dl R, or Dl D channel hank (Fig. 
18). All other DIA tandem configurations have 6-bit 
encoding. Six-bit encoding does not meet transmis
sion objectives. Therefore, only the configurations 
shown in Fig. 19 are allowable. 

COMPATIBILITY 

3.19 Only end-to-end compatibility is described 
here. Compatibility of channel units with 

voice-frequency connecting circuits is covered in 
Practice 179-100-301. Two D-type channel banks or 
the DT are end-to-end compatible if the DSl 1.544-
Mb/s or DSlC 3.152 Mb/s signal from one can be ac
cepted by the other without additional processing at 
either end. With the exception of DIA, DlB, and DlC, 
the D-type channel banks have been designed to be 
end-to-end compatible with each other and with the 
DT at the DSl rate. To be end-to-end compatible, the 
coding, signaling, and digital line format must be the 
same. These characteristics were discussed in Part 1. 
Table H lists the compatibility among the various D
type channel banks and the DT. This table covers 
basic end-to-end compatibility, but for specific appli
cations, other factors that must be considered are: 

• Performance-The DID channel bank is not 
suitable for intertoll use even when used with 
D2, D3, D4, D5, or DT at the other end. 

• Channel Units-Modified channel units or 
external E- or F-type signaling units may be 
required for some applications. This may be 
checked in the restrictions listed in Practice 
365-010-105. 

3.20 Other items of concern in end-to-end compati-
bility are alarms, including carrier group 

alarms (CG As). The DID, D2, D3, D4, and D5 channel 
banks and the digroup terminal, remote, local, and 
carrier group alarm operations are compatible. This 
includes operation with delays in CGA initiation. For 
example, a DT with a 2.5-second CGA initiate delay 
is compatible with a D3 channel bank with a 300-.us 
CGA initiate delar. 
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.D5 SYSTEM, CHANNEL BANK, AND DIGROUP OPTIONS 

3.21 When a system controller is started for the 
first time, certain system initialization op

tions or parameters must be entered. This is done by 
the r:ONFIGURE command. The dialogue for the 
CONFIGURE commaml is as follows: 

CONTROLLER ID = Example - MVD501 

CIU RATE = Enter 300 (Recommended) 

CIU PARITY = Enter NONE 

T PROV LIMIT = Example - 1.0 

3.22 The four parameters of the CONFIGURE 
command are explained as follows: 

CONTROLLER ID: This is the identification 
of a particular D5 system. Assignment of this 
identifier is administered by the telephone com
pany. D5 makes no use of it except to include it 
in all input and output messages. It can contain 
up to twelve characters and the first character 
must be alphabetic. 

CIV RATE: This is the baud rate for the craft 
interface unit (CilJl. It can be set to 300, 1200, 
2400, or 9600. However, it is recommended that 
the baud rate be set to 300. This prevents having 
to change the baud rate in order to observe mes
sages during system controller START or RE
START operations. 

CIV PARITY: This parameter should be set to 
NONE. 

T PROV LIMIT: This parameter affects the 
provisioning status when a channel unit is 
provisioned \vith the use of a transponder. If the 
transponder use values set into a channel unit 
differ from the prescription values h~· more 
than the T PROV LIMIT, a CONDITIONAL 
provisioning status is reported by the system 
controller. This does not indicate a trouble with 
transponder pro\·isioning. It does indicate that 
the prescription \·alues are out of toleranc-P. 
This can be a result of inaeeurate loop data used 
to determine the presc-ription values. If the 
transponder \·alul'S do not differ from the pn'
scription \·aluf's h:,· morP than thf' T PROV Ll'.\1-
IT, a SATISFACTORY status is reportt>d. Thi' 
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T PROV LIMIT can be used to compare thf' ac
tual measured transponder provisioning set
tings to the prescription settings. Therefore, the 
tolerance may be set as desired. The values that 
can be entered are 0.0 to 1000.0 in dB. 

3.23 Certain options or parameters must be set 
into the D5 equipment to establish a bank or 

a digroup. These parameters should be contained on 
the Work Order Record and Details (WORD) docu
ment. The D5 technician obtains the parameter in
formation from the WORD document and inputs it 
into the D5 system using an input/output terminal. 
This can be done locall:,· or from a remote location. 

3.24 The options for a D5 bank are entered using 
the INSTALL command. The INST ALL com

mand dialogue is as follov.-s: 

LOC = Enter location number (1-20) of bank. 
See Fig. 10. 

BS TYPE = [l, NONE] 

A BS-1 circuit pack is required for exter
nal timing. For loop timing, no BS-1 is 
required. External timing is required 
for dataport service. Therefore, it is rec
ommended that a BS-1 he installed in 
each hank and that "1" he selected. In 
this eonfiguration, extC'rnal or loop tim
ing ean still be selected for any digroup 
independent of the other digroups. 

3.25 The options for a Di) digroup are entered using 
the PROVISIO:'i command. The PROVISION 

command dialogue is as follO\vs. 

LOC = bank (1-20), shelf (1-4). Digroup shelves are 
numbered 1 through 4, bottom to top, re
spectiveb". 

LINE= [DS1, DSir] 

EQL = [1, :2, :l, 1, :',] 

ZPro Codt• Suppn•ssion. ( If YES is sl'IPcted, 
zero rndP g:-;zs is ]Jl"O\"idPd.) 



If DSlC: 

MODE= [l, 2] 

Same as D4 Mode 1 or 2. (MODE 1 requires 
AEKlO Series 2A or later Digroup 
Formatter.) 

TMG = [EXT, LP] 

External or Loop. 

FE = [YES, NO] 

Extended Framing Format. (FE 1s not 
available in MODE l.) 

SEQ = [Dl, D2, D3] 

Channel sampling. Select D3 for D3, D4, or D5 
banks.• 

4. ENGINEERING RULES 

4.01 The following summary of engineering rules is 
based on the transmission performance and 

channel bank selection information presented in 
Parts 2 and 3. 

1. Use D3 or D4 channel banks for any 2-wire or 
4-wire application. 

• 2. Use D5 channel banks for any 2-wire or 4-
wire application where an applicable D5 chan
nel unit exists. Some applications where no D5 
channel units currently exist are revertive 
pulse, 2-wire duplex, ringdown, and program. 

3. Use D3 or D4 unitized terminal equipment 
banks where switched maintenance access sys
tem (SMAS) is required. Also use any D5 bank 
where SMAS is required .• 

4. Use D2 channel banks for any 2-wire or 4-wire 
application except those requiring special ser
vice channel units not available for D2, 60-Hz 
suppression, or DDS external timing. 

5. Use DlA, DlB, or DlD channel banks in previ
ously installed shop-wired bays to provide eco
nomical, direct, local tanderrc, or toll
connecting exchange trunk facilities. Do not 
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use List 1 DP and RP channel units for toll
connecting trunk applications. 

6. Use DlD channel banks to terminate a D3, D4, 
or D5 circuit in an existing Dl bay, or to up
grade Dl channel bank performance. 

7. Use DlB instead of DlA channel banks when 
special service applications require 4-statc sig
naling. 

8. Use DlC channel banks to provide remote op
erator capability for TSPS. 

9. Refer to Table E for channel bank cable limi
tations and equalizer requirements. 

10. Dl channel banks, including DlD, are not rec
ommended for intertoll trunks. 

11. For special services, a wide range of special 
channel units has been developed for Dl, D3, 
or D4 channel banks. These applications are 
covered in Practices 851-300-155, 855-351-105, 
855-351-107, and 855-351-109. •Generic chan
nel units have been developed for the D5 sys
tem. Currently, six generic channel units 
provide 24 separate message and special ser
vice applications. These applications are cov
ered in Practice 855-351-120 .• 

12. There are five acceptable methods of connect
ing carrier channels back-to-back: 

(al Use external office equipment to provide 
loss pads and pulse link repeaters (pulse 

link repeaters are not needed for transmis
sion only applications) to connect standard 4-
wire E&M channel units. This is applicable to 
any back-to-back carrier combination. 

(b) Directly connect channel units with 
E&M capability and built-in pads (D2 

E&M units, selected D3, D4, and D5 units, 
and F-type signaling). 

( c) Connect pulse link repeater (PLR) type 
channel units (arnilable for Dl, D3, D4, 

and D5 channel banks and F-type signaling) 
to standard E&M D-type channel units or SF 
signaling units. 
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(d) Directly connect among Dl, D:3, D4, and 
D5 channel banks by using tandem chan

nel units which provide back-to-back 2- or 3-
state signaling. 

( e) Directly connect among Dl, D:3, D4, and 
D5 transmission only channel units. 

13. D3, D4, and Di'> channel banks are preferred to 
provide tandem, toll-connecting, or in tertoll 
trunks terminating in a digroup terminal. D2 
channel banks may be used. DlD channel 
banks may be used except for intertoll. 

14. DlD, D2, D3, D4, or D5 channel banks can be 
used with any other D-type channel bank ex
cept DIA, DlB, and DlC. D2 is not recom
mended for use with DlD because the channel 
numbering is different. 

15. Refer to Table F for -48V power require
ments. 

16. For signaling capabilities and limitations and 
trunk compatibility, refer to Practice 179-100-
301. 

17. Refer to Fig. 9 and 10 for channel bank bay 
arrangements. 

5. CIRCUIT OPTIONS FOR CHANNEL UNITS 

5.01 Each D-type channel bank has its own list of 
plug-in channel units. The D-type channel 

banks may use an intermix of channel unit types as 
needed to perform spetific requirements of the con
necting circuits. The available channel units include 
switched message trunk and special servite units. 
Detailed descriptions of the channel units are in
cluded in the following practices: 

PRACTICE TYPE 

:365-100-110 

;1/);"i-150-1 01 
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PRACTICE TYPE 

365-190-110 D5. 

5.02 Dl channel banks use channel units of the 
J98711 series. Channel unit option and trans

mission level adjustment information is provided in 
Practices 365-115-500 and 855-:3;:il-107. 

5.03 D2 channel banks use channel units of the 
J98714 series. Channel unit option and trans

mission level adjustment information is provided in 
Practices 365-400-107 and 855-:351-108. 

5.04 D3 channel banks use channel units of the 
J98718 series. Channel unit option and trans

mission level adjustment information is provided in 
Practites 365-150-503 and 855-351-109. 

5.05 D4 channel banks use channel units in the 
J98726 series. Channel unit option and trans

mission level adjustment information is provided in 
Practices :365-170-000 (TOP) and 855-351-105. 

•5.06 D5 channel banks use generic channel units 
to provide for most message and special ser

vice applications. Also, t\rn dataport units are avail
able. One pnwides all OCl - funttions and one 
provides all DS0 functions. D:i dnnnel unit option 
and transmission leH'l adjust nwnt information i,-; 
provided in Practice 855-:3ii 1-120 .• 

6. MAINTENANCE AND TESTING 

6.01 Maintenance of D-t_vpe channel banks in-
cludes initial lineup and testing, routine test

ing, reading and resetting CG A registers, and trouble 
clearing. All D-tn)e channel banks haw 4-wire split
ting access to transmit and receiw paths as described 
in Part 1. These channel hanks also have bridging and 
access to T and R or E&'.\l leads. 

6.02 In general, little in-sl'n·in• maintenance is 
n•quirf'd on any D-t:q>P ehannel hank. Routine 

tests for [)J or 1)2 channel hanks arl' perfornwd at >I
to 12-month inten·als. D:-l, Ill, and l);"i l'hamwl hank,; 
n•quin, no routine testing. "'!lot'" spares should be 
made a\·ailahk for rapid replar-Pnwnt of fail(•d 
plug-in units. The tl'sting fal'ilitiP,-, for vach t~·1w of 
chanrwl hank an• li,-,tPd in th(• follo\\·ing paragraphs. 



6.03 Testing facilities for the DJ channel bank 
are: 

(a) Four plug-in test boards are provided to assist 
in lineup, maintenance, and trouble-locating 

procedures. 

(b) The J94748A encoder bias digital test set may 
be used for in-service or out-of-service adjust

ment of the encoder bias of DlA, DlB, or DlC 
channel banks. 

(c) The J98711M matching network, which is or-
dered separately and provided for up to every 

fourth bay (typically every bay), is employed in 
connection with the 4-wire test jacks to match 
impedances and provide proper test power levels. 

(d) Pin jacks are provided on the right-hand side 
of each channel bank to permit checking 

power supply voltages supplied to the channel 
bank. 

(e) Pin jacks are provided on the various common 
equipment plug-in units with functions which 

vary from unit to unit. 

(f) A hot maintenance bank should be provided 
for 15 or more channel banks. 

(g) The D1 J98711AG channel signaling test unit 
and ED-3C447 channel unit extender are 

available for testing banks. 

6.04 Testing facilities for the D2 channel bank 
are: 

(a) E&M leads are provided on patching jacks on 
E&M channel units. 

(b) 2-wire splitting jacks are provided on the dial 
pulse and revertive pulse channel units. 

(c) Test point jack access to the network build-out 
capacitors (NBOC) is provided on all 2-\vire 

channel units. 

(d) Six testing circuit packs are available for in
sertion in the test shelf to be J.Sed in lineup, 

maintenance, and trouble-locating procedures. 

ISS 4, AT & T 855-351- 103 

6.05 Testing facilities for the D3 channel bank 
are: 

(a) Hot spare and maintenance panel test capabil-
ities. Included in the maintenance panel is the 

channel access unit (CAU) used in connection with 
the 4-wire test jacks to provide proper test power 
level. The CAU may also be available in portable 
form. 

(b) Pin jacks provided on the power converter per
mit checking of input and output voltages. 

(c) Pin jacks on alarm control and receive units 
permit single-end testing of alarm functions. 

(d) Input jacks on some interface units accept test 
signals from the code generator to test the re

ceive portions of the bank. When jacks are not pro
vided, the code generator may be inserted in the 
interface unit slot. 

(e) The D3 J98718BR channel test unit and ED-
3C424 channel unit extender are availahle for 

testing banks. 

(f) The D3 channel bank portable bay is available 
to assist in providing new service, temporary 

service, or rapid service restoration. 

6.06 Testing facilities for the D4 channel bank 
are: 

(a) The card jack on each channel unit provides 4-
wire splitting access and also provides split

ting access at the 2-wire point and to E&M leads 
where appropriate. 

(b) A portable CAU is used in connection with the 
card jack 4-wire splitting access to provide 

proper test power levels. 

(c) Pin jacks provided on the power converter per
mit checking the output voltages. 

(d) Pin jacks provided on the power distribution 
unit permit checking the input voltages. 

( e) Controls on plug-in units permit looping of the 
bank by internal test tone generation and a 

test sampling sequence. 
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(f) Indicators on plug-in units show alarm status, 
looping status, and a count of the ;rnmber of 

trunk processing operations. 

(g) The J98726MH signaling path test set is a 
plug-in test unit provided on a one-per-office 

basis for initial tests and trouble isolafr.n. 

(h) The J98726M D4 maintenance bank is pro-
vided on a one-per-office basis. It is ust:d as a 

source of monitored spare plug-ins for trouble iso
lation and restoration in D4 channel banks. The 
D4 maintenance bank also provides for both trans
mission and signal testing of channel unit integri
ty. 

(i) Four voltage indicator and simulator plug-ins, 
a channel unit extender, and a connector ex

tender are also available. 

6.07 •Testing operations for the D5 channel 
banks are divided into three categories: auto

matic testing, technician initiated system controller 
testing, and technician manual testing at the mainte
nance panel. 

6.08 Automatic testing by the system controller is 
a continuous operation. This involves constant 

monitoring of the provisioning settings in all channel 
units and common units for changes in the original 
settings. If the provisioning settings change, a minor 
alarm is generated unless the settings are automati
cally corrected by the controller. If the line signal or 
digroup common equipment fails, a major alarm is 
generated and an automatic fast loopback occurs. 
The controller will then identify the location of the 
failure-hank/digroup or line facility. 

6.09 The system controller can perform various 
diagnostic routines when a technician enters 

a DIAGNOSE command at the CIU. The diagnostics 
performed depend on the equipment locations en
tered at the CIU. For example, a DIAGNOSE channel 
unit loc:ation tests the channel unit net loss, gain 
tracking, 0 and -40 TLP distortion, idle circuit noise, 
equalizer slope, and automatic balance nehnffk 
(A.RN) training (if applicable). 

6.10 Manual test access, either digital or metallic, 
is availahlP to each channel. A channel to he 

tested can he processed by the s.vstem controller for 
manual test aeeess at the test acePss jacks on the 
maintenance panel. 
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6. 11 Manual metallic testing allows the technician 
to test at the METALLIC test jacks on the 

maintenance panel for the proper signaling and 
transmission parameters to and from the drop facili
ty. Manual digital or transmission level point (TLP) 
testing allows the technician to test the digital out
put signal of a channel unit at the digital test jacks 
on the maintenance panel. However, the digital out
put signal to be tested is first converted by the sys
tem controller to an analog signal and then accessed 
at the maintenance panel for testing. This allows the 
use of existing analog test equipment to, in effect, 
test the digital signal.• 

7. REFERENCES 

7.01 The following is a list of documents relating to 
the D-type channel banks. 

PRACTICE 

•103-494-111 

179-100-301 

:365-010-100 

:365-010-105 

:~65-010-500 

:365-100-100 

:365-115-:iOO 

:lfi:i-11G-100 

;Jf;;i-1;i0-100 

TITLE 

.J99403TA Transponder-Descrip
tion and Operation• 

Tl Carrier Signaling and Trans
m1ss10n System Compatability 
Information 

Type Tl Carrier System-Overall 
System-GPnrral Description 

D-T:,pe Channel Units-Applica
tion I nforrnation 

Channel Banks-
VoiePhand Data Considerations 
and Trouhle Location 

DlA, DIE, and DIC Channel 
Banks-General Description 

Channel Bank--ChannPl 
P nit,;- Dt•sl-ript ion 

Dl-Type Channel Unit,;--TPsts 
and :\dju,;tnwnts 

Dl I) Chanm•I Bank---Description 

D;J Channel Bank-CPnt>ral l)p

snipt ion 



PRACTICE 

365-150-107 

365-150-101 

365-150-503 

365-1 70-000 

365-1 70-100 

365-170-101 

.365-190-000 

365-190-100 

365-190-105 

365-190-110 

365-400-100 

365-400-104 

365-400-107 

801-505-150 

801-505-152 

801-505-153 

TITLE 

D3B Channel Bank-Dataport 
Operation-Description, Installa
tion, and Tests 

D3 Channel Units-Description 

D3 Channel Units-Option and 
Pad Selection 

D4 Channel Bank-TOP 

D4 Channel Bank-Description 

D4 Channel Units-Description 

D5 Digital Terminal System 
(TOP) 

D5 Digital Terminal System
Description 

D5 Generic Channel Units-De
scription 

D5 Data port Channel 
Units-Description• 

D2 Channel Bank-General De
scription 

D2 Channel Units-Description 

D2 Channel Units-Option and 
Pad Selection 

J98711 Dl Channel Bank Equip
ment for Use With Tl Carrier 

J98714 D2 Channel Bank Equip
ment for Use With Digital Trans
mission Systems 

J98718 D3 Channel Bank Equip
ment for Use With Digital Trans
mission Equipment 

PRACTICE 

801-505-155 

.801-505-159 

851-300-101 

851-300-155 

855-351-105 

855-351-107 

855-351-108 

855-351-109 

.855-351-120 

880-100-260 
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TITLE 

J98726 D4 Channel Bank Equip
ment for Use With Digital Trans
mission Equipment 

D5 J Specification• 

Standard Design of Switched Spe
cial Services Circuits- Transmis
sion and Signaling, General 

Standard Design of Switched Spe
cial Services Circuits- Applica
tion of Digital Carrier System
U sing D-Type Channel Banks 

D4 Channel Units-Application 
Engineering 

Dl Channel Units-Application 
Engineering 

D2 Channel Units-Application 
Engineering 

D3 Channel Units-Application 
Engineering 

D5 Channel Units-Application 
Engineering• 

Envelope Delay of Tl Carrier Fa
cilities. 
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.TABLE Af 

TIME SLOT NUMBERING ASSIGNMENTS 

ASSIGNED CHANNEL NUMBER 

Dl D2 D3, D4, AND DS 

TIME SLOTS CHANNEL BANK CHANNEL BANK CHANNEL BANKS 

1 1 12 1 
2 13 13 2 
3 2 1 3 
4 14 17 4 
5 3 5 5 
6 15 21 6 
7 4 9 7 
8 16 15 8 
9 5 3 9 

10 17 19 10 
11 6 7 11 
12 18 23 12 
13 7 11 13 
14 19 14 14 
15 8 ~ 15 
16 20 18 16 
17 9 6 17 
18 21 22 18 
19 10 10 19 
20 22 16 20 
21 11 4 21 
22 23 20 22 
23 12 8 23 
24 24 24 24 
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TABLE B 

D4 CHANNEL BANK OIU-2 LIMITATIONS 
PER BAY (NOTE) 

OIU-2 VERSION 

LI Ll MOD A L2 

1 0 Up to 5 
0 1 Up to 5 
0 2 Up to 4 
0 3 Up to 3 
0 0 Up to 6 

Note: To determine allowable 
combinations per bay, read across . 

• TABLE c• 

D5 FACILITY INTERFACE CIRCUIT PACK 
CONFIGURATION - DS RATE 

FACILITY INTERFACE CIRCUIT PACK 
BANK DIGROUP 

OR DSlC RATE 
SHELF/SLOT DSl RATE (NOTE) 

4/X FI-1 Vacant 

3/X Fl-1 FI-lC 

2/X Fl-1 Vacant 

1/X Fl-1 FI-lC 

Note: For DSlC operation, digroups are paired as 
follows: 1 with 2 and/or 3 with 4. 
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.TABLE D41 

D5 SYSTEM SYNCHRONIZATION OPTIONS 

CENTRAL OFFICE A CENTRAL OFFICE B 

SPECIAL SYSTEM SYSTEM 
SERVICES EXTERNAL BANK DIGROUP EXTERNAL BANK DIGROUP 

CONDITIONS CLOCK OPTIONS OPTIONS CLOCK OPTIONS OPTIONS 

Without dataport 
Any CC None EXT Any CC 1 LP 
Any CC 1 EXT Any CC 1 LP 

With Dataport 
Non-DDS Network Any CC 1 EXT Tl Line 1 EXT 
DDS Network DDS Clock 1 EXT DDS Clock 1 EXT 
DDS Network DDS Clock 1 EXT Tl Line 1 EXT 

Any CC= Any composite clock source - DDS source, ESS, DACS, Tl line via bridging repeater, 
and other sources 

DDS Clock = Nodal timing supply or equivalent per DDS synchronization plan 

Tl Line = Tl line associated with the common master timing source (supplied in CO A). Clock 
signal derived from Tl line via bridging repeaters must use synchronization distri-
bution expander (SDE). 
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.TABLE H 

CABLE LIMITATIONS AND EQUALIZER REQUIREMENTS 

CHANNEL BANK CABLE TO CABLE LENGTH (FT) EQUALIZER 

DIA, DlB 
DSX-1 or ORB Bay 0 - 150 6-dB Pad (ED-97079-30, G6) 
Cross-Connect 150 - 450 358A 

DIC, and DID 450 - 655 358B 

DSX-1 or ORB Bay 0 - 150 ED-1C318-30, Gl 
D2 Cross-Connect 150 - 450 ED-1C318-30, G2 

450 - 655 ED-1C318-30, G3 

D3 DSX-1 or ORB Bay 0 - 150 ED-97079-30, G6 
(A, B, C, and Cross-Connect 150 - 450 358D 
UTE Bays) 450 - 655* 358E 

D3 DSX-1 or ORB Bay 0 - 220 988A, "A" Strapt 
(J, K, and L Cross-Connect 220 - 440 988A, "B" Strap 
Bays) 440 - 655* 988A, "C" Strap 

DSX-1 0 - 133 ED-3C655-30, Gl or -31, G6 
D4 DSX-lC 133 - 267 ED-3C655-30, G2 
Modes Tl or TIC 267 - 400 ED-3C655-30, G3 
1, 2, and 3 ORB Bay 400 - 533 ED-3C655-30, G4 

Cross-Connect 533 - 655 ED-3C655-30, G5 

D4 
DSX-1 or ORB 0 - 220 ED-3C585-30, G 1 

Mode 3 
Bay Cross-Connect 220 - 440 ED-2C585-30, G2 

440 - 655* ED-3C585-30, G3 

0 - 90 ED-3C656-30, G 1 
90 - 250 ED-3C656-30, G2 

DSX-2 250 - 410 ED-3C656-30, G3 
D4 ORB Bay 410 - 570 ED-3C656-30, G4 
Mode 4 Cross-Connect 570 - 730 ED-3C656-30, G5 

730 - 890 ED-3C656-30, G6 
890 - 1050 ED-3C656-30, G7 

D4 DSX-2 or ORB 
25 ED-3C656-30, G 7 Mode 4A Bay Cross-Connect 

DSX-1 0 - 133 Select 1 
DSX-lC 134 - 266 Select 2 

D5t ORB Bay 267 - 399 Select 3 
Cross-Connect 400 - 532 Select 4 

533 - 655* Select 5 

* Maximum cable length is 750 feet when connections from bay cross-connect to span cross-
connect are in the same or adjacent ORB. 

t D5 equalizers are contained in the digroup facility interface (FI) circuit packs. They are 
electronically selected by the system controller when a number 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 is entered into 
a D5 input/output terminal during digroup provisioning. Selection between DSl or DSlC 
equalizers is automatic since a digroup will have the FI circuit pack corresponding to the 
line rate. 

t This equalizer is factory installed in the D-type channel bank. 
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.TABLE F4i 

TYPICAL AVERAGE POWER DRAINS 

CHANNEL BANK WATTS PER DIGROUP 

Dl 175 

D2 175 

D3 40* 

D4 23 

D5 35 

* Early production D3 power drain is 60 watts 
per digroup 

.TABLE G4i 

NOISE IN ABSENCE OF SIGNAL 

NOISE IN DBRNC 0 
CHANNEL 

BANK TYPICAL LIMIT 

DIA 15 28 
DlB 15 28 
DIC 15 28 
DID 16 26 
D2 18 28 
D3 16 25 
D4 16 25 
D5 16 30 
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.TABLE H. 

END-TO-END D-TYPE CHANNEL BANK AND DIGROUP 
TERMINAL (OT) COMPATIBILITY 

D4 
MODE D4 

DIA DIB DIC DID D2 D3 2, 3, or 4 MODE I DT DS 

DlA X 

DlB X 

DlC X 

D1D X X*t Xt Xt Xt X 

D2 X*t X Xt Xt X X 

D3 Xt Xt X X Xt X 

D4 
Mode Xt Xt X X X X 
2, 3, or 4 

D4 
Mode 1 X X 

DT Xt X X X 

D5 X X X X Xt X X 

* Compatible, but not recommended (time slot numbering not same). 
t Compatible, but modified channel units required in some cases. 
t Mode 1 requires AEKlO Series 2A or later digroup formatter. 
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MODE 
1 

MODE 
2 

D4 
..-S-U~LI--IU 

-2 ~:------, 

3:_t:M~[-~-~:~ 
I 4 D4....--.....----t 

1 

I SU LIU 
.4THIE-------1 

I T2 
I MODE----- 7 
I D4 I 4A 
I .---.....----t I D4~"':""::'.7" DIRECT 

TD T2 

~ = DSX-1, DSX-1C, DR DSX-2 

SU = SYNDES UNIT I '--..L.-----1 I SU LIU LINE VIA LIU = LINE INTERFACE UNIT 

L ______ _jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 

INTERl'IEDIATE 
REPEATER 
BAY 

~------_J 

Fig. 1-D4 PCM Bank Operating Modes 



AEK6 8 KHZ 

64 KHZ 

8 KHZ 

64 KHZ 

INSTALLING A BANK 

DIALOGUE: BS TYPE 
OPTIONS: NONE , 1 

AEK4 

64 
KHZ 

8 KHZ 
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PROVISIONING A DIGROUP 

DIALOGUE: TMG = 
OPTIONS: EXT, LP 

DIGROUP CLOCK 

1.544 MHZ 

T1 LINE 
1.544 MHZ 

8 KHZ 
64 KHZ {TO OTHER 

D5 BANK 
.--------- 4_M_H_Z._TO OTHER THREE DIGROUPS IN BANK 

ABBREVIATIONS 

CC COMPOSITE CLOCK 
PLL PHASE LOCK LOOP 

AEK2 BANK CLOCK 
AEK4 BANK SYNC 
AEK6 TIMING INTERFACE 
AEK7 FACILITY INTERFACE 

AEK10 DIGROUP FORMATTER 

CHANNEL 
UNITS 

(DATAPORTS) 

Fig. 2-DS Timing Options 

96 
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LOCAL/HUB-------. ,----DIGITAL--- ..... ,------- REMOTE/EN□------.. 
OFFICE CARRIER 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY 05 SYSTEM REPEATERS 

OFFICE 

OFFICE 
TIMING 

D5 SYSTEM SUPPLY 

NTS 
STS 
DOTS 
LTS 

CKT PACK OPTION 

AEK6 
AK4 

-t><}--- CKT PACK 

AEK6 

OPTION 
NTS --, 
STS I 

8 AK4 DOTS 
AEK2 1 AEK2 1 LTS 
AEK7 EXT 
AEK10 EXT --t><}--- AEK7 EXT T 1 LINE* 

AEK10 EXT 

A f 8 & 64 KHZ 
~ ---t- DUAL CC 

p--
* T1 LINE VIA BRIDGING REPEATERS. 
T1 LINE MUST ORIGINATE 
TIMING FROM COMMON LOCAL/HUB 
OFFICE TIMING SUPPLY 

8 & 64 KHZ + A 
DUAL CC ---1::111 I::-1 

~-;L:_J\ 
ABBREVIATIONS 

BSRF = BELL SYSTEM REFERENCE FREQUENCY 
NTS = NODAL TIMING SUPPLY 
STS = SECONDARY TIMING SUPPLY 

DOTS= DIGITAL OFFICE TIMING SUPPLY 
LTS LOCAL TIMING SUPPLY 
CC COMPOSITE CLOCK 

SOE= SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION EXPANDER 

Fig. 3-Dataport - DDS Timing (Recommended) 
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LOCAL/HUB----- ~--- DIGITAL--~ ~---- REMOTE/END-----
OFFICE CARRIER OFFICE 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY 05 SYSTEM REPEATERS D5 SYSTEM 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY 

NON-DDS CKT PACK OPTION 

AEK6 
AEK4 

--[><}-- CKT PACK OPTION 

AEK6 
AEK4 

T1 LINE* 

AEK2 1 AEK2 1 
AEK7 EXT 
AEK10 EXT --[><}-- AEK7 EXT 

AEK1D EXT 

A t 8 & 64 KHZ 0 ------Ml-DUAL CC 

y + 

8 & 64 KHZ + A 
DUAL CC ---e,i T.:k 

----<Dy 

*T1 LINE VIA BRIDGING REPEATERS. ABBREVIATIONS 

T1 LINE MUST ORIGINATE TIMING 
FROM COMON HUB/LOCAL OFFICE 
TIMING SUPPLY 

SOE= SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION EXPANDER 
CC= COMPOSITE CLOCK 

DDS= DIGITAL DATA SYSTEM 

Fig. 4-Dataport - Non-DDS Timing 
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LOCAL/HUB------. ~---DIGITAL---~ 
OFFICE CARRIER 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY 

NTS 
STS 
DOTS 
LTS 
NON-DDS 

D5 SYSTEM REPEATERS 

CKT PACK OPTION 

AEK6 
-[)<}--

AEK2 "NONE" 
AEK7 EXT 
AEK10 EXT 
t --[)<}-- -

~----- REMOTE/EN□-----,. 
OFFICE 

OFFICE 
TIMING 

D5 SYSTEM SUPPLY 

CKT PACK OPTION NTS 
STS 

AEK6 DOTS 
AEK2 LTS 
AEK7 LP NON-DDS 
AEK10 LP T1 LINE* 
t 

A f B & 64 KHZ 
~ ----1- DUAL CC 

8 & 64 KHZ f A 
DUAL CC ---- T.:k 

LQ- ........ '----<;LJ\ 
* T1 LINE VIA BRIDGING REPEATERS. 
t AEK4 NOT REQUIRED 

ABBREVIATIONS 

NTS NODAL TIMING SUPPLY 
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STS SECONDARY TIMING SUPPLY 
DOTS= DIGITAL OFFICE TIMING SUPPLY 
LTS = LOCAL TIMING SUPPLY 
SOE= SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION EXPANDER 
CC= COMPOSITE CLOCK 

DDS= DIGITAL DATA SYSTEM 

Fig. 5-Voice Frequency Free-Running and Digroup Loopback 
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LOCAL/HUB-----.. ,---- DIGITAL------. ,------ REMOTE/END-----.. 
OFFICE CARRIER OFFICE 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY D5 SYSTEM 

NTS CKT PACK OPTION 
STS 
DOTS AEK6 
LTS AEK4 
NON-DDS AEK2 1 

AEK7 EXT 
AEK1O EXT 

REPEATERS 

-{XJ-

--{XJ--

D5 SYSTEM 

CKT PACK OPTION 

AEK6 
AEK4 
AEK2 
AEK7 LP 
AEK1O LP 

OFFICE 
TIMING 
SUPPLY 

NTS 
STS 
DOTS 
LTS 
T1 LINE* 

A f 8 & 64 KHZ s:-l a.!--+Et- DUAL CC 
8 & 64 KHZ + A 
DUAL CC ---- ~ 

g--
*T1 LINE VIA BRIDGING REPEATERS. 

---<;1-_:J\ 
ABBREVIATIONS 

NTS = NODAL TIMING SUPPLY 
STS = SECONDARY TIMING SUPPLY 

DOTS= DIGITAL OFFICE TIMING SUPPLY 
LTS = LOCAL TIMING SUPPLY 
SDE = SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION EXPANDER 
CC= COMPOSITE CLOCK 

DDS= DIGITAL DATA SYSTEM 

Fig. 6-Voice Frequency External Timing and Digroup Loopback 
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~ M D1A,B D1D 02 D3 D4 AND 05 

TRMT SWITCH A □, -2, OR -3 0, -2, OR -3 0, -2, OR -3 0' -2, OR -3 □, -2, OR -3 LEVEL (dB TLP) 

EXTERNAL EQPT. 
P1 13 TO 17 dB 13 TO 17 dB 0 TO 16 dB 13 TO 17 .5 dB 13 TO 17 .5 dB & WIRING LOSS 

EXTERNAL STANDARD 
L1 -16 dB TLP -16 dB TLP -16 dB TLP -16 dB TLP -16 dB TLP LEVEL ACCESS BUILT IN 

CHANNEL UNIT GT 6. 75 TO 8. 35 dB 6.75 TO 8.35 dB 0 TO 16.5 dB 8.5 TO 10 dB 7.5 TO 9 dB 
TRMT GAIN OR LOSS (Pr) GAIN GAIN LOSS GAIN GAIN 

INTERNAL STANDARD 
L2 

-9.25 dB TLP -9.25 dB TLP -16 dB TLP -7.5 dB TLP -8.5 dB TLP 
LEVEL ACCESS (25□□n, UNBAL) (25□0n, UNBAL) (6□□n, BAL) (6□□n, UNBAL) (6□□n, UNBAL) 

SYSTEM GAIN Gs 12 dB 11.75 dB 23 dB 10 dB 12.5 dB 

INTERNAL STANDARD L3 +2.75 dB TLP +2.5 dB TLP +7 dB TLP +2.5 dB TLP +4 dB TLP 
LEVEL ACCESS (25□□n, UNBAL) (25□□n, UNBAL) (6□□n, BAL) (6□□n, UNBAL) (6□□n, UNBAL) 

CHANNEL UNIT GR 4.25 TO 6.05 dB 4.25 TO 6.05 dB 0 TO 16.5 dB 4.5 TO 6.0 dB 3 TO 4. 5 dB 
RCV GAIN OR LOSS (PR) GAIN GAIN LOSS GAIN GAIN 

EXTERNAL STANDARD 
L4 +7 dB TLP +7 dB TLP +7 dB TLP +7 dB TLP +7 dB TLP 

LEVEL ACCESS BUILT IN 

EXTERNAL EQPT. P2 7 TO 15 dB 7 TO 15 dB 0 TO 15 dB 7 TO 15 dB 7 TO 15 dB 
& WIRING LOSS 

RCV SWITCH B 0 TO -8 0 TO -8 0 TO -8 0 TO -8 0 TO -8 LEVEL (dB TLP) 

*D2 HAS PADS RATHER THAN GAIN 

•Fig. 7-D-Type Channel Bank 4-Wire Trunk Level Diagram• 
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: 
ca 
CD 
w -

L1 
I t,--0 & u u & Cl-I 

A OWL 

I~K D1A, B D1D D2 D3 

TRANSMIT SWITCH 
LEVEL (dB TLP) A 0 0 O, -2, OR -3 0 OR -2 

EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT 
AND WIRING LOSS OWL 0 TO 1 dB 0 TO 1 dB 0 TO 1.5 dB 0 TO 1.5 dB 

HYBRID LOSS HYB 4 dB 4 dB 4.9 dB 4 dB 

OFFICE LOSS COMBINED 0 TO 1.5 dB 
BUILD OUT P1 0 OR 0.5 dB 0 OR 0.5 dB WITH P2 IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

TRANSMIT 0 TO 16.5 dB 1, 2, OR 3 dB* 
LEVEL ADJUST P2 4.5 dB 4.5 dB IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

MAINTENANCE 
ACCESS LEVEL L1 -9.25 :!: 0.25 dB -9.25 :!: 0.25 d!3 -16 :!: 0.05 dB -7.5 :!: 0.05 dB 

SYSTEM GAIN Gs 12 dB 11. 75 dB 23 dB 10 ±0.25 dB 

MAINTENANCE 
ACCESS LEVEL L2 +2.75 :!: 0.25 dB +2.5 :!: 0.25 dB +7 ±0.05 dB +2.5 ±0.30 dB 

CIRCUIT LOSS P3 0 OR 0.75 dB 0 OR 0.75 dB 0 TO 16.5 dB 1, 2, OR 3 dB* 
ADJUST (0.75 OR 3.75 dB) (0.75 OR 3.75 dB) IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

OFFICE LOSS P4 0 OR 0.5 dB 0 OR 0.5 dB COMBINED 0 OR 1.5 dB 
BUILD OUT WITH P3 IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

HYBRID LOSS HYB 4 dB 4 dB 4.9 dB 4 dB 

EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT 
AND WIRING LOSS OWL 0 TO 1 dB 0 TO 1 dB 0 TO 1.5 dB 0 TO 1.5 dB 

RECEIVE SWITCH B -2 OR -2.75 :!:0.5 dB -2.25 OR -3 :!:0.5 dB 2.1 - 14.4 ±0.1 dB -3, -4, OR -6 
LEVEL (dB TLP) (-2.75 OR -5.75 ±0.5 dB) (-3 OR -6 ±0.5 dB) IN 0.1 dB STEPS :!: 0.35 dB 

* SOME VERSIONS OF D3 HAVE OTO 6.3 dB IN 0.1 dB STEPS. 
NOTE: VALUES IN ( ) ARE FOR CHANNEL UNITS MODIFIED FOR NO. 4 ESS 

.Fig. 8-D-Type Channel Bank 2-Wire Trunk Level Diagram• 

OWL I o;- B 

D4 AND D5 

O, -2, OR -3 

0 TO 1.5 dB 

4 dB 
COMBINED 
WITH P2 

0 TO 6.3 dB 
IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

-9.5 :!: 0.05 dB 

12.5 ±0.25 dB 

+4 ±0.30 dB 

0 TO 6.3 dB 
IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

COMBINED 
WITH P3 

4 dB 

0 TO 1.5 dB 

1.5 TO -6.3 ±0.35 dB 
IN 0.1 dB STEPS 

iii 
Ill 

-· > ... 
flll ... 
CD 
UI 
UI 
I 
w 
UI -I -0 
w 
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MISC FUSES 

p s 

p s 

CGA 
3* 

2* 

1* 

1* 

D1 D2 

72 CHAN % CHAN 

MISC MISC 

CGA 
p s t---

1 t 

1* 

01 

72 CHAN 

MISC 

3* 
p s 

-

2* 1* 

01 

72 CHAN 
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7 * 
MISC 

6* 
6* 

5* 
5* 

4* 
4* 

3* 
3* 

2* 

1 * 

D3 D3 

168 CHAN 144 CHAN 

11 FT 6 IN BAYS 

P S 3 MISC MISC 

CGA CGA 

,___ 
P S 2 

,___ 
2t 3 T 

-
PS 1 

D2 

288 CHAN 

9 FT BAYS 

P S 2 

MISC 

CGA4 
1 t 

CGA4 
2 t 

MISC 

P S 1 

DZ 
192 CHAN 

7 FT BAYS 

MISC 
6t 

4* 

5t 

3* 

4t 

ATTN 

MAIN 
H 

& 

TEST 

2* 

1* 

D3 UTE 04 

96 CHAN 288 CHAN 

MISC 

4* 

TEST 

Z* 

1* 

D3 

% CHAN 

7* 

-
6* 

5* 

4* 

MISC 

5* 

4* 

3* 

2* 

1* 

03 

120 CHAN 

MISC 11* -
3* -

- 10 * 
TEST 

2 * 9* 

1* 8* 

03 
264 CHAN 

2 * 

1 * 

D4 

240 CHAN 

2* 

1 * 

04 

192 CHAN 

* COM'\ON EQUIPMENT AND CHANNEL 
UIJITS FOR A 24-CHANNEL BANK 

t CQJ-V,,\ON EQU I Pf'f~T AND CHANNEL 

UN I TS FOR A %-CHANNEL BANK * Cl>'l'\ON EQUIPMENT ANO CHANNEL 

UN I TS f OR A 48-CHANNEL BANK 

Fig. 9-D1, D2, D3, and D4 Channel Bank Bay Arrangement 
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BANK BANK BANK BANK 
* 5 10 15 20 

DATA BANK BANK BANK BANK 
SETS 4 9 14 19 
TAPE 
INPUT 
OUTPUT BANK BANK BANK BANK 
TERMINAL 3 8 13 18 
MAIN. 
SHELF 

BANK BANK BANK BANK 
SYSTEM 2 7 12 17 

---
....._ - - BANK BANK BANK BANK 

CONTROLW 
1 6 11 16 

... ,oEI----- 11 FT 6 IN BAYS----1►-1 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
* 4 8 12 16 20 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
3 7 11 15 19 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
2 6 10 14 18 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
1 5 9 13 17 

I IOl!oEI------- 9 FT BAYs-S-------1i:-i:.al 

BANK BANK BANK BANK 
* 5 8 11 14 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
2 4 7 10 13 

BANK BANK BANK BANK BANK 
1 3 6 9 12 

* SYSTEM CONTROLLER BAY IS 
ON LEFT SIDE OF 20-BANK BAY 
SYSTEM FOR ALL BAY SIZES: 
11 FT, 9 FT, AND 7 FT. IT IS 
CONFIGURED THE SAME WAY FOR 
ALL BAY SIZES. 

BANK BANK 
17 20 

BANK BANK 
16 19 

BANK BANK 
15 18 

----------- 7 FT BAYSs-----------►I 

•Fig. 10-D5 Channel Bank Bay Arrangement• 
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T T 

R R 

T1 T1 

R1 
CGA 

R1 D1 IDF 
BANK E PANEL E 

"' "' 
81 

82 

Fig. 11-01 Channel Bank Channel Cabling 

40 

D1D, D2, D3, D4, D5 TYPICAL 

m 
-0 

z ..... 
0 ..... 30 ..... 
cC a: 
z 
0 ..... ..... a: 
0 ..... 
en ..... 
Cl 

w 
C) 
cC 
en 20 en 
w 
E 

I 
(.) 

0 ..... 
...I 
cC z 
C) ..... 
en 
.. 
(.) 10 

Cl --en 

0 

+3 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -45 

S: SIGNAL POWER IN dBMO 

•Fig. 12-Signal-to-Distortion Characteristics• 
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Cl) 
Cl) 
0 
...J 

N 
::c 
::.:: 

0 
I-

w 
> .... 
I-
cc 
...J 
w 
a:: 
Cl) 2 
Cl) 
0 
...J 

3 

4 

0 

D2,D3,D4,D5 
TYPICAL 

2 

FREQUENCY IN KHZ 

•fig. 13-frequency Response• 
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D1 4019 BD 

INTERTOLL 
OBJECTIVES 

TRl'IT GTS "TOLL" 
TYPICAL 

3 
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\ 

I 

I 
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1200 

► 
cc __, 
UJ 800 Cl 
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c en 
__, Cl 
UJZ 
>C 
zu 
UJ UJ en 400 UJ C) 
>a: 
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CE __, 
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02 

/ ABSOLUTE DELAY 

/ 
450 :t 401'S 
AT 1000 HZ 

I 
I 

I 
D 1 , 03 , D4 , D5 

I 
ABSOLUTE DELAY 
330 :t 301'S 
AT 1000 HZ 

I 
/ 

,!!../ 

2 

FREQUENCY IN KHZ 

•Fig. 14-Envelope Dela~ 

UNDESIRED REGION 

INPUT POWER IN dBMO 

Fig. 15-Tracking 
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12 5n T T 12 5n 
RETURN ... . . . . "Y• • 

LOSS D D 
TEST 12.5n R BANK BANK 
SET R 12.5n ... 

soon 
OR 

goon 

.. 
VF 

1.544 Mb/s 
* 900n, 2~f OR OTHER TERMINATIONS APPROPRIATE 

TO CHANNEL UNDER TEST 

Fig. 16-Return loss Test 

REPEAT 
COIL 

MEASURING CIRCUIT 

D-TYPE 
BANK 

. .. ... 
VF 

MINIMUM FOR 20 LOG (EL/E11) 

2-WIRE UNITS 
4-WIRE UNITS (+7 TLP) 
4-WIRE UNITS (-16 TLP) 

200Hz 
66 
63 
86 

1000Hz 
60 
57 
BO 

Fig. 17-longitudinal &lance Objectives 

3000Hz 
58 
55 
78 
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IDLE 
CKT CKT 
TERM* 
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ANALOG 
OR D-TYPE 

0 
F 
IGITAL 
ACILITY D-TYPE V 

DIGITAL - BANK BANK t--r-t--1 I 
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SWITCH 

ANALOG 
SWITCH 

DIGITAL 
SWITCH 

F 

VF 

D-TYPE BANKS IN ANALOG TRUNKS TO NO. 4 ESS SWITCH 

0-TYPE 
BANK 

OIGITAL 
FACILITY 

r--

D 
T r--

-

D-TYPE BANK IN COMBINATION TRUNK TO DIGROUP TERMINAL 

-
0 - T 

-

DIGITAL 
FACILITY 

~ 

D 
T 

-
-

NOD-TYPE BANK IN DIGITAL TRUNK TO DIGROUP TERMINAL 

.Fig. 18-No. 4 ESS Switch. 

DIGITAL 
SWITCH 

DIGITAL 
SWITCH 

DIGITAL 
SWITCH 
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DID, 

DIA 
03, 

DIA .. .. 04 DR'lil 
FXD TIii 

OS 
DR TIii 
FXS 

DIA .. .. DIA DIA .. 
FXD TIii TIii 
DR 
FXS 

DIA .. .. DIA DIB .. 
FXD TIii TIii 
DR 
FXS 

ALLIJIIABLE COIIIINA TIDNS 

DID, 
03, DR 

DIA DIA 04 .. 
FXD TDl'I TIii 
DR 
FXS 

NOT ALLIIIIABLE COIIIINA TIIINS 

Fig. 19-Allowable D1A-TDM Combi.nations 
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DID 
FXS 
OR 
FXD 

DIA 
FXS 
DR 
FXD 

DIB 
FXS 
DR 
FXD 

D3 DR 
04 
FXS 
DR 
FXD 
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